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SECOND-ORDER PI'l'IIAN CLOSENBSS AND PI'l'JIAN AIMISSIBILlfi

1. Introduotion
Best asymptotically normal (BAN) estimators are known to be
first-order efficient in the light ot conventional quadratio risks
as well as the Pitman closeness criteria (see e.g., Sen (1986»; the
foundation has been laid down by a first-order asymptotio representation of BAN estimators. fne past two decades have witnessed a phenomenal growth

o~

research literature on higher order asymptotic

efficiency wherein Edgeworth expansions, bias corrections and asymptotic median unbiasednes8 have all contributed generously in the
accomplished refinements. However, the work ie raost17 confined to
quadratic or related (ueually bowl-shaped) risk tunctions.
The pioneering work

o~ Rae

(1981) has led to a revival ot inte-

rest in reoent years in studies on Pitman. closeness. Much bas been
acoomplished since then in this area
emphasis on multiparameter as

we~l

o~

fruitful research with due

as sequential estimation problems;

for some comprehensive reviews, we may refer to Rao, Keating and
Mason (1986), Sen (1991) and Keating, Mason and

sen (1992),

among

others. However, very little progress has so far been luade beyond
the first order asymptotics. Notwithstanding some interesting results
recently reported by Severini (1992), it appears that much work
remains to be done on higher order asymptotio comparison of estimators with regard to Pitman closeness aDd with reference to general
parametric families.
The Pi tuum closeness criterion is essentially a measure ot pairwise comparisons, and it extends to comparisons within a suitable
class

~t

estimators only under additional restrictions such as equi-

variance, ancillari ty of the differences ot pairs of estimators in
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the class or asymp'totically normal laws etc. Although the usual definition of

P1~an

closeness extends readily to cover the second-order

caee (see section 2), it has a natural appeal only when the competing
estimators are first-order efficient.

~r

this reason, and given the

affinity of BAN estimators to the classical maximum likelihood estimate (M1£), in the ourrent study we confine ourselves to a class of
estimators which are essentially related to the MLE by small bias
oorrections. This also enables us to study the second-order Pitman
admissibility of estima'tors within the same class. In this

par~~etric

framework, the present work attempts to study the second-order admissibil1 tyo results in the light ot Pi trnan closeness. !he one-parameter
case is treated in section 2 while the multiple parameter case is
discussed in section 3. Section 4 deals with the case ot one-dimensional

par~~eter

of interest when there are nuisance parameters. Vari-

ous examples have been included in the text to illustrate the subtle
pointe 1n the discourse.
2. The one-oarameter case
Let {Xi! ,

i~l,

be a sequence of independent and identically dis-

tributed random variables with common density t(x;a), where
unknown scalar parameter, the parametric space for

a

a

is an

being the real

l1ne or some open subset thereof. We make the assumptions in Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978, p. 439) with s=3 (in their notaiiion), and
f(.;9) and g(.;9) in their notation interpreted respectively as
log f(.;9) and f(.:9) in our notation. Let ~ (5 ~n) be the MLE, defined in the sense
based on

or 'lheorem 3 in Bha.ttacharya and Ghosh (1978), ot e

!1'... 'Xn ,

where n is the sample size. Along the line

~f

Ghosh and Sinha (1981) (see also Pfanzagl and Wefelmeyer (1978», we
consider a cla.ss, C, of estinlatora ot

a

of the form

- 3 Tn

= ~9

+ n

-1

Q,

where
Q

= d( a)
'7

1

+

0

(1) un.er,
d
a
' b ility 1 +0 (n- "-")
over t
a se ·
W~ th Pa-Drooa

d(.) being a continuously differentiable function whose function~l

form is free from n,

~d

(ii) for each 90sitive €, free from n, and each a,
Pe( I Q-d ( e)1 >

~)

= 0 (n- t ).

'!'he class C is oui te large. In lJarticu1ar, by Theorem 3 in Bhatta"...

charya and Ghosh (1978), it includes all estimators of the form 8 +
n-ld(e), where d(.) is contin~ously differentiable and the flL~ction
al form of d(.) is free from n (cf. Ghosh and Sinha (1981).
Let I

= Ee{(dlog

f(X;9)/de)2} denote the Der observation Fisher

information at 8, which is

ass~~ed

to be Dositive for each

e.

Also,

let ~.l.l= Ee{(dlog f(X;e)/de)3}. Note that both I and Ll • l • 1 are
~~ctions of a. The following 1e~ma will be useful in the sequel.

* and Tn be distinct members of C such that T* = "...e +
2.1. Let Tn
n
-1
*
A
1
*
*
n Q , T = a + n- Q, with Q = d (9)+0(1), Q= d(e)+o(l) under e. Then
n
Le~na

for each

e

such that d * (e)

Pee I Tn* - el < ITn
= ~ + ~(2J'tn)~It

I:

d( e) ,

- e I)
sgn{d(e)-d*(e)J{d(e)+d*(e) -

11-2~.1.1} + o(n- t ).

For e such that d(e) > d * (8), Lernrna 2.1 can be ,roved if one 1.12e8
conditions (i) and (ii) above to show that
Pe (I T: -

where ;n

=

= Pe(~ n) 0) +

e I < I Tn

-

e I)

(nI )t(a

-

e)+ tn- t Ii{d( e )+d* (e

0 (

n-

t) ,

n,

Edgeworth exnansion for the distribution of

and then employs an

~n ~~der

e (cf. the Droaf

of Theorem 3.1 below). The nroof is similar for e such that
d * (9). Lemma 2.1 is
red biased

~d

si~ilar

iCe) <

to a result in Severini (1992) who comua-

bias-corrected estinators of a one-dimensional interest

- 4 parameter with bias defined in the usual sense ot expectation.
Lemma 2.1 provides a stDple formula tor second-order comparison
of two distinot lIlembers ot C in terms at Pitman closeness. Let

40 (9)

z

1 -2
61
Ll • l • 1 •

(2.1)

Then it 18 no1i hard to deduce the following reeult trom Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.1. Let '!on and Tn be distinot lIlembers ot C such that 'ron=
9 + n-1Qo' 'n= + n-1 Q, with Qo = d o (9)+O(1) t Q- d(9)+O(1) under 9.

a

']hen tor each 9 suoh that d( 9) ~ do (9) ,

Pa(

ITon-

af < f Tn - af) •

t

+ t(2Jtn)-i r i ,d (9)-do (a)I + o(n- i

),

[nt{Pe ( ITon- 9f < ITn- et) - i-JJ > o.
We now discuss the implications ot lbeorem 2.1 by introducing

and

ItDn .-+

00

the notion ot seoond-order P1~ admissibi1i1iy. An estimator Tn
+

n-1Q (£ C), with Q

= d(9)+O(1)

=a

under 9, will be called second-order

=

'"a
Pitman inadmissible (SOPt) in 0 i:t there exierts an estimator T*
n
+ n-lQ* (E C), with Q*z d • (e)+O(l) under 9 and d • (9) not identically

•

equal to d( 9), such that Tn is superior to Tn with regard to secondorder Pitman closeness in the sense that defining cxn!(e) = Pa( ITn*- el

el) - i and o(n2(a)= n t «nl(9), the oonditions

<lTn -

(a) l~~oo 0(n2(9)

2:.

0 tor each

e

tor which the limit eXists, and

(b) l~~ eX' cxnI. (e) exis'ts and 1i~-+oo 0( nl(e) ~ 0 tor each e tor whioh
limno+oo 0(n2(9) does not exist,

hold, the inequality being strict for some

e

either in (a) or in (b).

An estimator !n (~ a) will be oalled second-order Pitman admissible

(SOPA) in C

it it i8 not SOPI in O.

An implication ot Theorem 2.1 i8 that the estimator Ton consi-

dered there is SOPA in C. In partioular, it :tallows that the estimator
+ n-1 d (9) (£ C), where d (.) is given by (2.1), i8 SOPA in O.
o
o

a

- 5 Note that

~on'

oonsidered in

~eorem

2.1, is second-order median

unbiased in the sense that Pe('lon ~ 9)= .. + o(n-i") tor each e, as one
oan prove using an Edgeworth expansion tor the distribution o-r
(nI)i'(Ton- 9) under 9. Hence the second-order Pitman admissibility
of

~on

is comparable with the exaot findings in Ghosh and Sen (1989)

who proved, under oertain conditions, an optimum. property of' illedi&"l
unbiased estimators with regard to Pitman closeness. It also follows
from fbeorem 2.1 that an estimator ~n~

a + n-1Q

+ 0(1) under 9 and dee) ~ do (9) tor each

(e

e),

with

Q •

d(9)

at will be SOPI in 0, being

dominated by Ton. 'l'hus Theorem 2.1 yields one SOPA estimator, namely
'ron' and provides a quick way of' identifying SOPI estimators.
Remark 1. Under suitable conditions like those in Johnson (1970),
together with an assnmption regarding the existenoe ot an no suoh
that the posterior distribution

or

e given Xl' •••

is proper, it
o
can be shown from. Theorem 2.1 that the posterior median ot 9 under
'~

Jeffreys' prior 1s SOPA in C (cf. Welch and Peers (1963». This frequentist result may be contrasted with the findings in Ghosh and Sen
(1991) on properties ot the posterior median in terms ot posterior
Pitman closeness.
Remark 2. !he property ot Ton' stated in !heorem 2.1, is in fact

much stronger than second-order
a rival estimator ~n.

e + n-1Q

Pi~

admissibility. It

~plies

that

(€ C), with Q = d(9)+O(1) under 9 and

dee) not identically: equal to do (9), will be interior to 'lon' with

regard to second-order Pitman oloseness, tor each e satisfying dee)
~

do ( e ). Inc identally, for

e such that d( e)= do ( e ), addi tional regu-

larity conditions (e.g., asymptotic ancillar1ty) may be required to
olearly depict the relative picture.
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Remark 3. Under soua.red error loss, Ghosh and Sinha (1981) characterized second-order admissible (SOA) estimators of the for~ e+n-ld(e),
where d(.) is continuously di fferentiable. As :nany eX8m-ples, like
the following one, indicate, neither a SOFA estimator in our sense
is necessarily SOA in their sense nor a SOA estimator in their sense
is necessarily SOFA in our sense.
Examnle 2.1. Let f(x;e) be the univariate

no~nal

density with

me~n

e and variance 9 2 , where 9> O. Then I

3
= 39-, 2
LI • 1 •1 = 149 , and by
7 -1) , T = a 1- gn
1 -1) . By Theorem
7in
n

7
/'0 (
(2.1), do(e>= 27e.
Let Ton= /'(
e 1+
2.1, Ton is SOPA in C in our sense and Tn is not so. On the other

hand, following the main result in Ghosh and Sinha (1981), Tn is SOA
in their sense while Ton is not.

3. The :nultil')arameter case
Consider now a sequence {Xi} , i~l, of indeuendent and identically distributed random variables with common density f(xje), where
=(e1 , •..

,ap )

t

is an tmknown vector parameter, the

e

~arametric s~ace

for e oeing QRP or some ouen subset thereof. We make assumptions
along the line of those in the last section. Let I =

«I. .)
~J

be the

pxp ';ler observation Fisher information matrix which is assumed to be

1
uositive definite at each e. Let I- =«I i j»

and for l~i,j,u~u, let

J' u = Ea{(D.10g
f(Xja»(D.1og
f(X;e»(D u log f(X;e»S,
••
~
J
Si.ju = Ee{(Dilog f(Xja»(DjDUlOg f(Xj9»},
S.

~

'S'..
= s .. - S . .
,
u ~JU
~JU
~.J.u
where D. is the ouerator
of uartial
differentiation with resnect to
.
S..

~JU

= Ee(D.D.D loS!: f(Xje»,
~

J

~

e. (l<i~). Note that for each i,j,u, I .. , Iij, s. .
~

-

-g..
are func tions
~JU

~J

0

f e.

~.J.U

, S . . , S .. ,
~.JU

~JU

- 7 :(e , ••• ,ep ) be the MLE of 6 based on !i, ... ,Xn , where n
l
is the sam~le size. As a natural extension of the class C considered
Let

in the

A

e

A

A'

one-nar~neter

case, we consider a class, Cp , of estimators of
-1

of the fonn T = e + n Q, where
n
(i) Q: (Ql'." ,Qp) •: d(e)+o(l) under a, over a set with PS-nrobabi-

e

A

lity l+o(n-!), with d(8)=(d (6), ... ,dp(S»', each component of
l
d(a) being contin~ous1y differentiable and having a functional
form free from n, and
(ii) for each positive E, free from n, and each

e,

Pe(1/ Q - d(e)" > E) = o(n-!) ,
where

11.11

denotes Euclidean norm.

The following result is helpful in

com~aring

estimators in C

l'

with regard to (second-order) Pitman closeness.
1\
Theorem 3.1. Let Tn*= /\6 + n -1 Q* and Tn = Tn* + n- Id
)CJ(S)
be members of Cp '
where Q* = d * (6)+0(1), d * (9)=(d l* (6), ••• ,dp*
(6» ' , 91(6):(¢1(e), ••• ,

¢p(6»

,

*

, and for each i, d i (.), 0 i (.) are continuously differentiable, with f~~ctional forms free from 11., such that the ,artial deri-

vatives of 0 (.) fulfil the local Lipschitz conditions. Then for
i
each 6 with 0(6) ~ 0,

* e) , I ( Tn* a) <: (Tn- e) '
}
P6 {( TnI ( Tne)
:

~ + (2Jtn)-!t~(6)'I0(e)}-3/2 [~{¢(6)'I0(6)12

,

, *

+ 91(6) I¢(6){91(6) Id (e) + tr(B(e»
+ ~r.t~J.,J,U. -1 0.J. (6)I ju (S u. J.' J'+ !s21." ;u)}
~
"=" ~ ~~ L ~.
1 . (9)91 . ( e )0 (e) s.. - ¢ ( a ) • IE ( 6 )91 ( e )] +
o
J.,J,u= 91 J.
J
U
1.Ju

0 (

n- t

),

where B(e) is a l)xp r.1atrix with (i,j )th element Dj¢i (6), l~i ,j!'p.
A nroof of

~leorem

3.1 has been oresented in the Appendix. Note

that in the multinar~neter case Pitman closeness is being defined

- 8 using I (= 1(6»

Riem~~~ian

as a

metric as was done earlier by Sen

(1986) (see also Amari (1985». It is not hard to see that for p=l
Theorem 3.1 is in agreement with Lemma 2.1. Thus Theorem 3.1 provides a ryartial

~eneralization

of Lemma 2.1 to the

~ultiuara~eter

case.

The generalization is partial because it covers ryairs of estimators

*
* -ld """
(Tn,Tn*) ' with Tn,TnfC
p and Tn-Tn = n ",(6), where the components of
¢(e) are continuously differentiable and the uartial derivatives of
each component of ¢(6) satisfy the local Lipschitz conditions. In
the multiuarffineter case, consideration of such pairs of estimators
is helpful since in the proof one requires a stochastic exna~sion
for Tn-T: u~ to o(n- 3/ 2 ) (see (A.4) in the Appendix); in contrast,
for p=l, it

ca~

be seen from first urinciples that an

to that order is not required in the

~roof

of

Le~a

expa~sion

up

2.1. For general

* is not of the form
p, with estimators Tn ,Tn* £ Cp such that Tn-Tn
n-l~(e), it should be possible to derive results analogous to 'rheorem 3.1, proceeding along the line of proof of this theorem,

~rovi

* is available so as to allow an
ded sufficient knowledge about Tn-Tn
exuansion for T -T* UP to o(n- 3/ 2 ).
.

n

n

-

Notwithstanding what ~as been mentioned in the last paragra~h,
Theorem 3.1 serves as an useful tool in the
narticular, as seen in

~le

~ultipar8meter

case. In

rest of this section, it helps in settl-

ing certain issues of theoretical interest.
One of these issues relates to a possible extension of
2.1, which is a rather strong result for
-::>arameter set-up. To be more

s~ecif.ic,

t~e

r£heo~em

case p=l, to a multi-

using I as a Riemannian met-

ric, in an atte:nnt of extending Theorem 2.1 to a ,nultilJararnete!' setup, one ~ay wish to investigate whether or not there exists a do(e)
such that if 'ron=

e+

n-lQ0 (E Cp ) with 0'0 =

- 9 d O (6)+0(1) under 8, then for every other esti~ator Tn =
(£ On) with Q = d( a )+0(1) under a, the relation

li~n~oo

[nt{Pe«Ton-e)'I(Ton-e) < (Tn-e)'I(Tn-e»

-

e + n-1 Q

is] > 0

(3.1)

holds whenever dee) ~ do(e).
To

a~swer

this question, if 90ssib1e, sup'Oose a do(e) as above

exists. Let Ton be as defined in the last 9aragraph and define the
esti~ator T~~)= Ton + n-1 eg, where e is a non-zero scalar and g is a
non-null pxl vector, both e and g being non-random and, evidently,

a•. '!hen

eg is apxl non-null vector and (3.1 ) holds for
each a if one takes Tn = T(g) With Tn = T(g) one can now employ Theoen •
en '
rem 3.1 to find an expression for the le ft-hand side of (3.1), note
free from

that this is positive for each

e,

each non-zero choice of e

each

a.~d

non-null choice of g, and then meke apnrooriate choices of e 2nd g
to obtain the relations
l{
-1S .. = -3 I. . I
S

1J uu UUU

~JU

-1-11
+ I. I .. S ... + I. I.. S ... J, 1< i, j , ui.'P ,
~u

JJ JJJ

JU

~~

~~1

-

. identically in e, and

= I-I XeS),

d (8)

o

(3.3a)

identically in e, 1:.( e) being a ,xl vector wi th i th (lii~:o) element
.. + ~2 .. ).
(3. 3b)
U.1J
~JU
The detailed derivation of (3.2) and (3.3a,b) is being omitted in

X. (6)
~

= ~I~~S
...
0 ~~ ~~~

-

~~l?

-~J,u=

1 rju(S

order to save SDace.
Thus for the existence of do(e) as envisaged above, it is
necessary that the. Ul1.derlying model must satisfy (3.2) and that d o (e)
must be as specified by (3.3a,b). For '0=1, (3.2) holds trivially and
(3.3a,b) reduce to (2.1). For a model satisfying (3.2), if one tn1ces

rn= Ton-n-l(~e

eo ) in ( 3.1 ) , where eo is a fixed point in the

~8ra-

metric sl)ace, then by ~leorem 3.1, (3.1)-(3.3), it follows after
so~e

alaebra that the relation
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,

t( e - eo)
~1.1st

hold for each e ~ eo. Since, by ass'U.'1lntion, the elements of I

are continuous in
bY

I( e - eo) - (p-l) ') 0

~llowing

e, the impossibility of the above for

P~

2 follows

e tend to eo.

The above discussion shows that a stronB" result like 'rheorem 2.1
does not hold in the
the

~ossibility

~ultiryRra~eter

case. One

~ay

now wish to exnlore

of deriving werucer admissibility results in the sense

of the Daragraph following

~leore~

2.1. Let SOPA and SOPI estimators

in c~ be defined as in that oara~raph with ~nl(e)'~n2(e) redefined as

*
' I(Tn-e»- i, O(n2(e)= 11.t «nl(e).
lXnl(e)= Pe «'rn*-6) '
I(Tn-e)
< (Tn-e)
As observed above, do(e) given by (3.3a,b) is a natural extension of
what is defined by (2.1) in the one-ryara:neter case. Hence 'Jne me-y be

e

interested in chec}.:ing whether or not p.n estimator Ton=
+ n-lQo
(E C ) with Qo=do(e)+o(l) under 8, where d o (8) is snecified by (3.32,
p

b), is

~t

least SOPA in C • 'rhe answer to this question is also in
!:l

the negative as the

followi~g

exam,le, exhibiting a Stein-type nheno-

menon in the present context, indicates.
EXaIn'Ole 3.1. Let f(x;6) renresent the 'O-variate normal density with

,ep )' and disDersion natrix d p ' the p~ identi ty matrix, the parametric smlce for a being fRP. Here I = 5 p ' ,~'1.d
for l<i j 1.1('0, S. . = S. . = s .. = S.. = 0, identically in 8. Hence
, , -J. • J • 1.1
J. •.J 1.1
~ J1.1
:1 J1.1

mean vector 6 =(el, •••

(3.2) holds and by (3.3a,b), d o (6) is identically equal to the null
~
vector. The MLE of e, based on Xl, ••• ,Xn , is e = Xn , the sam~le mean

-

vector. Consider now

esti~ators

T*= e{1-2n- 1 (1+ e'9)-11.

*
T

11.

* ~
-1 *
~-l
Both Ton 8nd n belong to Cp • Also, Tn~ e + 11. Q , Ton
= 9 + 11. Qo'
~
with Q* =d * (8)+0(1), Qo=do(e)+o(l) under e, where do(e): 0 and d * (e)

= -2(1+

e'e)-19. Note that Ton=T:+n-l¢(e), where ¢(8)=2(1+e'e)-la.

- 11 Hence frota Theorem 3.1, it can be seen that tor e

1ialn~oo [ni !Pe«Tn*-

a) , I(Tn*-

~

0,

9) < (Ton- 9) • I(Ton- 9»

= (2Jt)-i(a'9)-i {p-l-

i

-

ilJ

A(9)(a'9)},

(3.4)

where A(e). 2(1+ S'9)-1. Pbr p > 2, it is easily seen that the righthand side
each

o~

a ~ o.

-

(3.4) (and hence its left-hand side) is positive tor

RecaJ.11ng that

e = ~,

one can also oheck that tor 9 = 0,

PO«T:-O)'I(T:-O)<. (Ton-O)'I(Ton-O»

•

PO(~~ > n-1_l)

= 1,

for each n. Thus Ton is second-order Pitman inadmissible in Cp ' being

*
dominated by Tn.
Example 3.1 i8 fore shadowed by the exact re sults in Sen, Kubok. . . and saleh (1989) who, tor p ~ 2, proved the inadmissibility

in as an estimator ot the multivariate noraaal .ean vector

e (see

ot
also

Rao, Keating and kson (1986) in this context) in the sense ot Pit-

man closeness. As shown above, even up to the second order of comparieoD, in is not admissible.
Thus, to summarize, even under the absence ot nuisance parameters, the results in seotion 2, other than Lemma 2.1, do Qot have
extensions to the multiparameter case. It ls, however, possible to
extend LeflllllS. 2.1 in a partial but useful manner (vide Theorem 3.1).
Before concluding this section, we indicate an extension of
Theorem 3.1. Suppose, instead
as a RiemanniBn metria where
de~inite

or

I(9), one wishes to use ;n(a) (=fll.)

~(a)

is a pxp matrix which 1s positive

for each 9. '!'hen,' under the set-up of '!'heorem 3.1 and with

the same notational system, proceeding along the line of the Appendix, one can show that tor each e with ~(a) ~ 0,

- 12 =

! ..

(2 It n)- i f
... i(9)

-

i< 9) • Ii( 9 )} - 3/2 [!f i (9) • Ii< e)} { f6( 9 ):n ,,( 9 )J

'Ii(e){f6(9)~ d*(a) ... trfI-~B(e)J

... E!:~i,j,U=l -1(9)IjU(SU.ij+ ~ijU)}
~I:I:Zi,j,U=l~i(e)jj(e)iu(a)!ijU - 'i(9)flt B(9)i(a)] ... o(n- t )

~

-

~.

where f6(9). (~l (a), ••• "p(a»

~

=- 1- JJt f6(9).

4. A case with nuisance parameter(s)
We continue with the set-up of section 3 but consider a situation where the parameter ot interest is one-dimensional.. Let al be
the 9ar&meter ot interest and a2 •••• tap be the nuisance parameters.
~.

assumptions are as in the last seotion. Sinoe the

L~terest

para-

meter is one-d1mensional.. we suppose that global parametric orthogonali"ty holds, i.e., Il. j - 0 (identically in e), 2i,ji,P (vide Cox and
Reid (1987». lor the sake ot notational simplioity, in the rest ot
this section, we ahal.1 consider the case p=2, i.e., the nuisance
parameter will be supposed to be one-dimensional. The treatment for
general p will be exaotly similar and only the notational system
will get more involved•
Let

.I'

~

/'-

•

e =(91 ,9 2 ) be the MLE

o~

9 based on a sample of size n.

As an analogue of the Cl.&88 C considered in seotion 2, we consider
a class t C• , ot estimators ot 8 1 ot the torm 'In- ~9 1 +n-1Q, where
(i) Q.d(e)+O(1) under a. over a set with Pe-probability 1+0 (n- t ),

d(.) being a continuously differentiable tunction whose fUnctional form·is tree from n, and
(ii) for each positive

~,

Pe( I Q-d( e )1

tree from n, and each

" E)

:II

0 (n-

aJ,

i) .

Pbr lii,j,ui2, let Si.j.u and Siju be as in seotion 3. Define

do (9)

:II

tI~~Sl.l.l ... ~(IIII22)-lSi22.

(4.1)

- 13 ;rhen, analogously to

Le~na

2.1

~~d

Theorem 2.1

res~ectively,

the fol-

lowing results hold. The proofs are omitted to save snace.

... +
Lemma 4.1. Let Tn* and Tn be distinct members of C* such that Tn*'=6
1
A
-1 Q, with Q* =d *( e ) +0 (1) , Q=d (a) +0 ( 1 ) under a • 'Then
n -1 Q* ,Tn=el+n
for each a such that d * (a)" d( e) ,
Pa(

IT~-e11 < ITn-ell

) =

~

+

~(21tn)-t

1 -2

It1 sgn {d(e)-d*(a)}{d(e)+d*(6)

- 1 I l1 S1.l.1-

(

I 11 I 22

)-1

7-

(-t)

S122 S + 0 n

•

Theorem 4.1. Let Ton and Tn be distinct members of C* such that T0!1
= 6 +n-1QO' Tn=el+n-1Q, with Qo = d o (e)+o(l), Q= d(e)+o(l) under a,
1
d (.) being given by (4.1). Then for each 6 such that d(6)~ do(e),
o
Pee I Ton-ell < ITn-el I )= t + t(2Jtn)-t II1Id(e)-do(6)1 + o(n- t )
and

limn~

()O

[nt{po.(
ITon-81 '
t7

< ITn-el , ) - t!] > O.

It can be shown that an estimator Ton' as in Theorem 4.1, is
sec·:>nd-erder median unbiased, i.e., PeCTen
each 6.
In the

Le~na

4.1 is a uowerful tool for

urese~t

~ 61 )= t + o(n- t ) for

com~aring

estimators in C* •

set-up, defining SOFA and SOPI estimators in C* along

the line of section 2, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that an estimator
Ton' as in the staternent of this theorem, is SOPA in C* • Also, an
estimator Tn =6 +n- 1Q (£ C*), with Q=d(e)+o(l) under e and d(9)#d (8)
1
o
for each 6, will be SOPI in C* • In continuation of Remark 1, under
suitable conditions, it can be seen from Theorem 4.1 that the nosterior median of e l under a Drior with density proportional to r t
11'
where the constant of proportionality may involve 6 but not 8 (cf.
2
1
*
Tibshirani (1989», will be SOPA in C •
EXaIDule 4.1. Let f(x;6) reuresent the lli~ivariate
mean 6 2 and variance e l , where 6 2 £ q{ 1 and e l ) O.
rization, global ~ar?'metric orthogonality holds.
)
= 8 1-1 ' 31 • 1 • 1= 91- 3 ' S122= e 1_?-, so that by ( 4.1,

nOrInal density with
Under this uar?...i1letHere I ll = tel 2 , I
22
()
5
do e.= 181. TIle MLE

- 14 -

of 6 , based
1
consider the
of which
is the

~LE

* is the usual
and Tn

be obtained by

~aximizing
A

tmbi~sed

estimator which can as well

the conditional likelihood of

~o:c ~~d

-1

*

A

-1

-1

*.A

Reid

.

1987 • Clearly, Ton= al+n Qo' Tn = al+n Q, Tn = 91+n Q, w~th Qo ==
d o (6)+0(1), Q = d(e)+o(l), Q*== d * (8)+0(1), where d o (.) is as stated
above, d(a)= 0, and d * (6)= a l • Clearly, Ton is SOPI in C* • Further( )

more, as both d(e) and d * (8) are different from do(e) for each 6, by
Theorem 4.1, both Tn and Tn* are SOPI in C* , being

t},

by Ton.

T~,

write «n2(6)= ni{Pe ( IT:-8l ' <
and from Lemma 4.1 note that limn-)oo O(n2( e)= 172 rc- t

Next, in order to comnare Tn and

I Tn-ell) -

do;~inated

* is sunerior to Tn with
= 0.3291 (> 0) for each 6. This shows that Tn
regard to second-order
hard in this

ex~~?le

Pi~an

closeness. Exact computations are not

and the exact values of

~n2(e)

can be seen to equal 0.3443, 0.3372, 0.3346, 0.3333

for n=3,5,7,9
res~ectively,

for each 6 (cf. -Rao (1981». Since even for small n the values of
a(n2(e) are quite close to limn~OQ oc n2 (e) (=0.3291), the asym'!Jtotic
results apuear to be reasonably good indicators of the small or
moderate sample behaviour of estimators.
Ao'Oendix
Proof of 'f.heorem 3.1. Let

*- e) , I(T *- 9) < (T - 9) ' I(T ~ n (9)= Pa{(Tn
n
n
·
n

e)l.

Observe that for each 9 wi th ~(e);i 0,
A (e) == Pe(V >0),
n
n

(A.l)

- 15 -

where
H,.= n- t

n ID.log
Lu=
1

_1

l~i, j~,

f(X ;9), H
U

the 8.pproximate

··=

21J

cur!pJ.12~'11.ts

n -~-~ n l(D.D.log f(X u ;9) + I..),
u=
1 J
1J
'Jf R under 9 are given by

1~ (R)"'"1
. - 11.-~",~P
t.J£I •
1 Iju(S
.. + ..1.S)
~ . .
+ 0 (n- t ) ,
n 1
J,U=.
U.1J
1JU
1
1 k~ (R. ,R.)= I.. + o(n-~),
k
(R. ,~.,R )= n- 2 S ..

(A.3)

i
o(n-

+
) ,
J U
lJU
lii, j ,U,gJ. The fourth and higher' order cumulants of R under 9 2.re '.Jf
~n

order

J

1

3n

1J

o(n-~). Since I{nt(T~¢(8)

=

1

9)r= R + n- t Id*(e) + o (n- i

1
0(8) + n- i B(9)I- R + o(n- i

k;n (V n )=

0

3.nd

),

it follows from (A.2) ,(A. 3) that for each 9 with

* (
' 1 +
.k 2n
VnJ=

),

(1'1..4)

0'( e) I:

0, the appro-

(n _.1.)
2"

n-t{~(e)

1

I(6'( e)} -3/2 {~~

I:l, j ,U=l

¢i (9 )¢j (e )f6'u (e )SijU

... 6¢(8)'IB(8)¢(9)} + o(n-i).•
fue fourth and hicl1er order cUlnuIai1.ts of Vn Ul1.der 9 ~~re 'Jf order
o (n -t). The '!')r~~f can now be co:nnleted using (A.l) 8nd ?,n Ec!.gewo:rth
eX~8nsion

for the distribution of Vn

Note that the stochastic

Q~der

ex~a'11.sions

8.

used in the above ryroof

are over a set with Pe-nrobability I+o(n- t

).
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